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Students Worry
About Vapors
In Printing Shop
By Carol Bradley Shirley

Michael Gallegos

CROWDS collect at the duckpond Wednesday afternoon. Fair weather seems to be here to
stay. Soon the crowds will bfl gathering to hear Cindy Lassiter. The U.S. Weather Service
predicts fair and sunny days through Sunday with a high today in the mid 60's.

Potentially hazardous fumes are
being inhaled by students in the University of New Mexico· screenprinting shop, causing some stucf~nts to worry about their health.
The condition has existed since
the opening of the art building in
1971, and a previous University
effort to solve the problem of poor
ventitation was apparently unsuccessful.
The fumes, which can cause lightheadedness, are a result of solvents
used in the shop to clean paint from
the screens.
The Albuquerque Poison Information Center said some of the
solvents used in the shop contain
hydrocarbons ~ organic compounds containing only hydrogen
and carbon.

High ACT Scorers May Need Study Help
By Patrida Gabbett

The University of New Mexico
University College is continuing a
project, begun last fall, that revealed
University freshmen with high ACT
scores sometimes fare poorly their
first semester because they do not
know how to study.
•'Last fall, we sent out 200 letters
to students who were freshmen in
the fall of '81 , inviting them .to come
talk to us, so we could discover what
their concerns and impressions about UNM were,'' said Herta Teitelbaum, Unive..Sity College associate
dean.
These freshmen earned composite
ACT scores of 20 or above and first
semester grade point averages below
2.0, she said.
About SO students responded,
Teitelbaum said.
"The majority of them realized
there was a tremendous difference
between high school and college
work," she said. "Students told us

they didn't have to work much in do well because' of financial probhigh school, and didn't knowhow to lems." .
. . "'· ,, .
study for college. u
Teitelbaum said she would like it
University College Dean William stressed at freshman orientation that
Huber agreed. "Today's high college life is rigorous.
, ''Their expectations may be unschool graduates. have no selfdiscipline, no study skills .. Their realistic," she said. "We try to
basic skills are lacking.''
stress to students not to get into clasUNM, like universities nation- ses they can't handle. ••
wide, has taken steps to combat this
Teitelbaum said University Col~ .
problem,.Huber said, by toughening lege is sending out letters this week
entrance requirements and im- to 1982 fall freshmen.
plementing basic skills programs.
"We've done lots for the underEfforts must be made to develop prepared students - the General
stronger educational. foundations at College and University Skills Progthe elementary school level before ram fore"amples -but we haven't
major educational improvements
can be made, Huber said.
Teitelbaum said freshmen usually
learn how to solve their study problems after the first semester.
''A few students told us they were
only. going to school because their
parents wanted them to." Teitelbaum said. Others were undecided
about what to study, she said.
By Laura Tolley
''Only one student said he didn't
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House To Vote on Budget Measu·re
Affecting Higher Education's Funds

Evidence Lacking in Case
Against Accused Inmates
SANTA FE (UPI) ....._ Investigators concluded there is not enough
evidence to prosecute Thomas
Wayne Crump or Donald Stout for
the 1981 killing of a prison guard, a
prosecutor with the district attot•
ney's office said Friday.
Crump, a convicted murderer,
said at a court hearing last month he

done much with high-caliber students," she said.
"We eventually want to get in
touch with students immediately after the fiJ:'St semester, so we can pre~
vent another bad semester," she
said.
·
Some stUdents contacted by University College said they had experienced adjustment problems - from
rural to city life, from living at home
to living away from home, and from
high school to college work, Teitelbaum said.
•'Many students feel isolated and
continued on page 5

Hydrocarbons - found also in
gasoline, kerosene and lighter
fluid - can cause health problems
in large doses.
University officials said the
fumes are only "unpleasant." The
officials said, however, they have
not tested the levels of the potentially dangerous, airborne substances,
Jim Kraft, a screen-printing instructor, said fumes are an occupational hazard of screen printers, but
be believes the University has a responsibility to provide as safe an
atmosphere for students as possible.
Deliah Merriman, a student in one
screen-printing class, said she was
feeling "high" from the fumes at
the beginning of the semester.
The fumes initially induce feelings of lightheadedness, or a drunken feeling, but continual exposure
can build Up a tolerance, according
to the poison center.
"I'm worried thatl'm not getting
high anymore,'' Merriman said.
Particle masks are available to
students, but one student said the
ma!ikS ill'C tlQt effective in keepill_g
the fumes
of the respiratory
system.
The student, who declined to be
identified, said she wears the masks,
''but I'm still getting headaches.''
Lyle Sveum, building operations
manager of the Physical Plant, said
simifar masks are meant to filter out
particles like dust. Hydrocarbon
particles are much smaller.
Jim Kraft, a screen printing instructor, said the shop originally had
no ventilation. A blower was later
continued on Pllll• 5

had participated in the stabbing
death of guard Gerald Magee during
an abortive escape attempt from the
penitentiary Aug. 31, l98l.
Crump, testifying at a pretrial
hearing for three other men charged
in the slaying, said he hit Magee on
the head with a mop wringer and
Stout stabbed the guard.
Joseph ShattUck, who is handling
the prosecution of the men charged
in the killing, saida ''supplemental
investigation'' of the case after
Crump's testimony did not tum up
enough evidence to justify prosecuting Crump or Stout.
Charged in the death are Angel
Munoz, Juan Baca and Tony Agui·
lar, who a.-e tentatively scheduled
for trial in April.
. .
District Judge Bruce Kaufman is
considering a defense motion to dismiss the charges based on Crump's
statements and on an alleged delay
in seeking the indictment.

New Mexico House Bill 2, the
general appropriations act that

determines higher ·education's
budget. was read before the full
House Wednesday, and is ex~
peeled to be voted on by Friday.
Included in the bill is the
House Highet Education Subcommittee's report on recommended funding for state universities, which was approved last
week by the House Appropria·
dons and Finance Committee. ·
University of New Mexico
President John Perovich said salary adjustments for. UNM personnel are not included in HB2,
but will be addressed in other
proposals by the Legislature.
The committee is recommending the University of New Mex•

ico's 1983-84 operating budget
be $57.3 million for instructional
and general expenditures.
The recommendation is about
96 percent of the Board of Educational Finance's fundif!g proposals, said Rep. Robert Hawk, DBernalillo.

In another measure, theSenate
unanimously adopted a House
memorial Monday, authorizing
the commissioner of public lands
to conduct a study of the best use
for ll ,500 acres of land southeast
of Albuquerque held in trust for
UNM.

The report includes a 5-percent
tuition increase for in-state stu•
dents, and a tO-percent increase
for out-of-state students.
The report recommends the
Legislature .credit roughly one·
third of the Land and Permanent
Fund Income to the "I and G"
budget, a total of about $1.8 mil-.
lion dollars out of $4.7 million
generated by the fund.
Last year, 85 percent of the
fund was .credited to UNM's
operating budget.
The subcommittee generally
followed Gov. Toney Anaya's
recommendations, Hawk said.
After the bill . passes on the
House floor, it will go to the Sen·
ate 1 which refers all money bills
to the Senate Finance Committee ..

JOHN PEROVICH
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Wire Report

Purpose of New Democratic Coalition UN Member Speaks
T9 Unify Politic~l Clout of Hispanics

b'f' United Press ln~ernational

Industrialists See Peso Devaluation as Bright Star
EL PASO, Tex~s- Twin plants,
a program which encourages American industrialists to locate factories
in Mexican border cities, is the
brightest star in an otherwise
gloomy galaxy of economic problems, according to El Paso business
leaders.
While businessmen are decrying
the adverse effects of Mexico's peso
devaluations, capitalists from
throughout the United States have
been flooding the offices of the El
Paso Chamber of Commerce with
inquiries about establishing assembly plants across the border in
Juarez, Mexico,
The American companies are

flocking to cities like Juarez because
the average Mexican factory wage,
including fringe benefits, is Jess than
94 cents an hour.
The companies are called "maquiladoras" in Spanish. The word
means assembly plants.
In El Paso and other American
border cities the companies are called "twin plants" because they
usually are connected with a companion firm in the United States.
Alan Kahn, president of the El
Paso chamber, said the American
border cities are profiting from the
Mexican plants because the firms
usually establish an administrative
office on the United States side of

GH~rcr=Uts qntern~fo_~·-'""'
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the border and the communities profit from increased transportation and
other services.
Under the twin-plant idea the
American manufacturer exports
components to the Mexican plant for
assembly, then brings the completed
components back across the border
for sale in the U.S.
U.S. tariff items 806.30 and 807

allow American industrialists to
bring the processed or assembled
products back dutyfree except for
the value added by processing in
Mexico,
More than 4,5,000 workers are
employed in 124 of the so-called
"twin plants" in Juarez, Mexico,
across the border from El Paso.
Second largest number of em-

Indian Population Grows
WASHINGTON - New Mexico's Indian population grew by 46
percent during the last decade and
more than half live on reservations,
U.S. Census Bureau figures showed
Wednesday.
Figures from the 1980 census
show the number of American Indians co!lnted on April I, 1980,
totaled 105,976- or 33,188 more
than 10 years earlier. Officials said
70 percent live in rural areas.
The report showed the median age
of the Indian population was 20.2,
considerably younger than the total
state population with a median age
of 27.3 years. Forty-five percent
were under the age of 18 with only 5
percent 65 years old or older,

Officials said. the census showed
.57 percent of the state's population
lived on resevations with the majority- 28,762 -living on the New
Mexico portion of the Navajo Re,
servation. The three reservations
with the largest Indian populations
were Zuni Pueblo (5,988), Laguna
Pueblo (3,564) and Isleta Pueblo
(2,289).
The figures show Indian families
averaged 4.67 people, compared to
the statewide average of 3.42. Of the
20,802 Indian families, 70 percent
were married-couple families. About 77 percent of single children
under the age of I 8 lived with both
parents.

Presenting Higll Bias IT and the Ultimate Tape Guarantee.
Memorex presents High Bias II, a tape so extraordinary, we're going
to guarantee it forever.

We'll
~arantee life-like sound. .
. ..
Because Permapass;M our unique oxide bonding process, locks each oxide
particle-eachm"llsical detall~onto the tape. So music steys live.
Not just the 1st Plaut. Or the lOOOth. But forever.

By Dennis Pohlman

ployees is in Tijuana, Mexico across
the border from San Diego, Calif.
There are 143 plants in Tijuana,
mostly small firms employing a total
of about 15,000, according to the
latest chamber reports.
·

New Thrust
In Congress
'

WASHINGTON - Fourteen
Democratic congressmen formed
a Populist Caucus Wednesday to
fight for economic •'fairness and
equity" and to try to persuade the
national Democratic Party to fol"
low their goals.
"Our thrust will be economic. . . building a structure so that
once again initiative is rewarded,
not wealth and power," said
Rep. Tom Harkin, D-lowa.
''The fairness and equity that was
espoused by the (original) Populists has been eroded."
In choosing the Populist label,
the congressmen turned, with
fiery language, to a political
movement ·of a century ago that
battled for the rights of the common people.
·
They asked consumers upset
with natural gas· prices to send
them their bills, after paying
them, as a way to spur action by
Congress and by regulatory agencies.
"We'll make sure they get delivered to the right people," said
Rep. Bob Wise, D-W.Va., who
said the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission behaves like a
"toothless giant" and blasted the
attitude of the Reagan administration on fuel prices.
Harkin agreed, saying there is.
"nothing wrong with PERC that
a little conscience transplant
wouldn't cure."
Harkin and Rep. Jim Weaver,
D-Ore., are co-chairmen of the
caucus.
.
Other members, all Democrats, are Wise, Berkley Bedell
of Iowa, Tom Daschle of South
Dakota, Byron Dorgan of North
Dakota, Lane Evans of lllinois,
Albert Gore ofTennessee, Frank
McCloskey of Indiana, Bill
Richardson of New Mexico,·
Harold Volkmer of Missouri alld
Gerry Sikorski, Jim Oberstar and
Tim Penny of Minnesota.
"We'relost in the woods if we
don't band together," Evans
said.
Harkin said the group will apply for status in the House as a
''legislative service organiza·
tion" tO analyze and promote
legislation.
Caucus members said they will
work to' 'revive'' the progressive
income tax, insure ''reasonable"
interest rates, curb the power of
special interest groups, make
sure energy is available at
"reasonable rates" and aid survival of the family farm.

lous. He agreed that the organization has tremendous
potential in making Hispanic concems better known
nationally.
Garcia said it is his understanding that the group will
concentrate on "political muscle" at the polling place,
working to increase Hispanic voter registration and
awareness of isaues.
Garc)a said the diversity of Hispanic cultural backgrounds and the factthat Hispanics constitute a minority in every state has meant that Hispanics have had a
disproportionally small influence on national policy,
Garcia said he is concerned that the organization's
intent will be misinterpreted by non-Hispanics, who
may feel that their concems are neglected. He said he
hopes Anaya can make it clear he has not forsaken
non-Hispanic citizens of New Mexico and elsewhere
in order to strengthen Hispanic influence,
Ron Aragon, president of the Movimiental Estudiantil Chicano De Aztlan (MECHA), .said he thinks
the new organization shows. that govemment leaders
responsive to the needs of Hispanics.
Aragon said the selection of Anaya is particularly
important for New Mexico, a state with high unemployment among Hispanics.
Anaya can bring attention to the problems of the
Hispanic community in the state and improve national
representation for Hispanics, Aragon said.

Hispanic issues will be of greater concern to national decision-makers because of the selection of Gov.
Toney Anaya to head a new Hispanic political organization, according to members of the University of
New Mexico community.
"Hispanic Force '84" was formed by a coalition of
Democratic Hispanic leaders at a weekend conference
in Santa Fe. Anaya, the highest ranking elected Hispanic in the nation, was the logical choice to lead the
organization, participants said.
The goal of the group is to unify .the political clout of
'the 14 million Hispanics in the United States and
strengthen Hispanic influence in policy-making.
Political science Professor Fred Harris said he is
pleased to see Hispanics form such an organization.
Harris said Hispanics are a growing force .in U.S.
politics, and candidates for national office will have to
take notice of Hispanic concerns if they hope to be
elected.
·
Hispanics have traditionally supported Democratic
candidates, and candidates from that party will be most
affected by the organization, Harris said,
F. Chris Garcia, dean of the UNM College of Arts
and Sciences and a past researcher of Hispanic history
and political issues, said he thinks the idea is marve-

Border cities from coast to coast
are enticing industrialists to establish the plants, arguing that a Mexican twin plant will keep an American industrialist competitive with
Japanese and Asian firms.

are

By Carol B;adley Shirley
A proposal to establish a 40- to
50-acre botanical garden is being
supported by the University of New
Mexico president and Albuquerque's mayor, according to a landscape architecture instructor.
The garden would be jointly owned and operated by the city of Albuquerque and UNM.
Baker Morrow said Mayor Hairy
Kinney will ask City Council to reprogram $20,000 to begin studying
nine possible sites for the g!ll'den,
and John Perovich has encouraged
members of the architecture staff to
take part in planning.
"The University has already
given $10,000 to $20,000 in-kind
support to the project," said Morrow, an instructor at the UNM
School of Architecture and Planning.

}

Morrow said the garden is a
dream he and Roy Sooter, city parks
superintendent, have had for years.
Morrow said he is delighted ·with the
·enthusiastic response from everyone
who has been approached.
"It's like having all the stars in the
right place in the galaxy at the right
time. They (Kinney and Perovich)
aren't just cooperative, they're enthusiastic," said Morrow.
The sites under consideration are
owned by the University or the city
and are scattered. throughout Albu·
querque. Morrow said no promises
have been made, but people are serious enough to be. talking about
donating land valued at millions of
dollars.
UNM students would be directly
involved in the planning of what
Morrow calls a Jiving museum.
••It's an ideal way for out students to
participate in a public project of last·

HAPPY HOUR

ing social value."
Some exhibits Morrow envisions
for the garden include:
- Re-creations of historic landscapes, such as cliff-dweller patios,
Spanish Colonial gardens, American Territorial gardens, and a New
Deal landscape (such as Roosevelt
Park);
- Demonstration gardens to show
people what kinds of landscaping
they can have in the Southwest, and
how to irrigate judiciously;
- A concession stand selling
plants seen in the garden to enhance
people's ability to duplicate what
they have seen;

We'll guarantee them forever.
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- A number of specialty gardens
like Japanese gardens, container
gardens, English and Italian renaissance gardens, succplent gardens and
atrium gardens;

• 'RODEnT GALL.EGOS, poel

• KF..N KEPPE.l.ER, rolksln~er, tldll.lcr UIK.I gulturls1

•JEANIE MCLEfllE, folk!ilnger, gullc1rist i111d .fiddler
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- Re-creations of the conditions
of all the plant life zones, allowing
everything from tropical to alpine
gardens;
- A conservatory that would
allow visitors to enjoy the garden
even on the coldest days of winter;
and

•JACK PRE.LUTSKV, author of Nlg/Jtmarcs. u IJanned children's lMH)k
• SEN:\TOR TOM Rlm ll!fti=ORO, Nt•w Me"lco Stale I~Wslillllre
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_; Research gardens for plant scientists to work with common plants
and develop new ones.
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GUITAR SALE
ACOUSTIC
Reg.
550
960
619
735
970
279
229
289
419
289
139
149
250

Guild D-25
Guild D-50
Guild D-212
Taylor 610
Taylor 710
Madeira A25
Takmine G330
Takamine F340
Takamine F360S
Takamine F349
Senora
Hondo
Alvarez 5048

Now
425
749
495
575
775

219
159
199
295
199
99
95
175

CLASSICAL
Reg.
465
349
135
129
199

Guild Marie II
Takamin• 1325
Alvarez 4103
Sonora 228
Takamlne G126

Now
349
249
99
89
139
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5 Piece Drum Kits

CB 700 DL·5
CB 700 STD 522

Reg
899
789

Naw
675
590

299

225

All Cymbals 10% Off
Paiste, Zildjian,
Sablan, CB 700
Latin Percussion 10% Off

475

Instruction, Repair and Modification

~

•

1250
895
275
395
695
350
625
395
395
295
395

PRO P-RCUSSION"
DRUM SALE

600

Ifyou are ever dissatisfied with Memorex:
High Bias n, maJl us the tape and we'll replace it free.
'"'

Electra
Electra all.25%oH
Electra

Rickenbacker 4/12 Doubleneck
B.C. Rich Bass
Gibson Grabber
Musicmdn Bass
'67 Gibson Goldtop
Ovation Acoustic
Gibson 335
Gibson L6S
Ibanez ST300
Ibanez Bass
Dimarzio Explorer

649
999

995

Gibson Victory

Now
950
950
869
495
289
795
795
149

THE MUSIC FACTORY

1625

Gibson 'V' Bass
Guild SB 302

Reg.
1229
1189
1099
629
369
1250
1250
229

Gibson Vintage 'V'
Gibson 335 DOT
Gibson L,P_ ~ustom
Gibson The Paul
Gibson Sonex
Schecter Strat
Schecter Sttat
Memphis LP Copy

USED·INSTR.

Now
399
795
999
499
799

Reg.
550

B.C. Rich NJ Bass
B.C. Rich Mockingbird II
B.C. Rich Mockingbird

ELECTRIC

Beginner Drum Kits
3 Pe Drum Craft

BASS
kinko•s copiczs

The free lecture is sponsored by
the Graduate Studies Office in conjunction with the Afro-American
Center and the departments of
sociology and political science.

A READING
0 F IH!tN\.'HOJ
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Botanical Garden Considered

We'll marantee the cassette.

Every Ya.Cet of our cassette is engineered to protect
the tape. Our waved-wafer improves tape-Wind.
Silicone-treated rollers insure smooth, precise tape
alignment. Housing is made strong by a design
unique to Memorex.

A United Nations representative
from the African National Congress
of South Africa is scheduled to
speak today at the University of New
Mexico.
Johnny Makatini, a member of
South Africa's only black political
party, will speak at 6:30p.m. today
in the New Mexico Union Ballroom.
Makatini 's talk will center on the
African National Congress and conditions in South Africa.
Makatini was exiled from South
Africa in 1962. and has held several
positions within ANC. He became
ANC's observer at the UN in 1978.
The ANC is a liberation movement, banned by the South African
white minorit¥ government in 1960.
ANC also consists of an armed
wing, Umkhonto we Sizwe, which
has claimeli responsibility for several armed attacks and sabotage actions over the last few years.

1420 Carlisle, NE
Phone: 268-6565
or: 268·2424
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Armed Drill Team Trains to Compete
By Lydia Piper

---Opini_on - - -

-Guest EditorialDefense Not Guns

Rock Rolli'ng Home

By Keith S. Moheban
Public Interest Research Group

By MalWiell Glen
and Cody Shearer

New Mexico

National Defense. Traditionally our national defense has been measured in terms of guns, bombs and soldiers. It was universally
agreed that more defense was better defense. the worldwide arsenal
multiplied. Today, with the world's huge arsenal of nuclear weapons
threatening every nation and every person, concerned citizens are
reconsidering the true measures of national defense.
Growing numbers of people in our country are realizing that
national security goes beyond guns and tanks. It extends to a strong
economy, full employment and and improved quality of life. Realizing
that military spending provides relatively few jobs per dollar spent
and virtually no consumer goods, concerned people have organized
into a national movement to re-evaluate our national security and to
redirect government spending into the economic and social aspects
of national security. This movement is Jobs with Peace.

HEUO ... r
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The Jobs with Peace movement has successfully passed across the
country asking "the U.S. Congress to make more money available for
jobs and programs related to education, transportation, housing,
health care, human services and other socially productive industries
by signifigantly reducing the amount of our tax dollars spent on
nuclear weapons, foreign military intervention and wasteful military
progams."

1HE ~~y ~"WHO
fHMQ HAYe1HI5 NIIMBeR
161HAT 5Hllr, IJfA,Y

In New Mexico, Representative Judith Pratt of Albuquerque is
sponsoring a Jobs with Peace memorial in the current legilative
session that would include designating the week of April 10-16 as
New Mexico Jobs with Peace Week.

BfAWN'6 reR60HAI-5
~5K...NOW WHO 15
1HI6?/

ReC6PTI~I&T AT1H~

Being far from the Pentagon and policy-making arenas, a Jobs
with Peace memorial in New Mexico may appear as a symbolic
gesture, Yet, when added to similar gestures throughout the United
States, the Jobs with Peace movement may grow to a level powerful
enough to create a more secure, more productive national defense.

Letters--Intervene With Vote or 'Buzz Off'
Editor:
In case Joan Padilla of NMPIRG has not heard, it is the job of the
Corporation Commission and the Public Utilities Commission to protect the rights of the rate payers. That's why we who voted elected
them.lt is they who are supposed to prepare the case oft he rate payer
and it is they who must then weigh the evidence on both sides and
come to a decision.
Because they are elected bodies, they actively seek input from
interested parties. This input becomes part of their case. To set up a
fund to pay people to "intervene'' is to set up another layer of
bureaucracy Which we will have to fund in added taxes and the
utilities and corporations will have to defend with higher legal costs
and hence higher bills. We are certain to lose money on the "intervention" expense end since we taxpayers will get to pick up the tab and
are almost as certain to lose because of the legal expense on the
other.
We already fund the commissions and their staff personnel. For
those of you who didn't vote in the primary, didn't vote in the general,
didn't speak up at. nomination time and sat on the sidelines during the
election process~ buzz off! You had your say and you didn't say it.
Let the commisssions do their jobs; that's why we pay them. But don't
ask all the taxpayers in the state to pay for "intervention" against
PNM which does not serve the whole state. Similarly for the gas and
telephone companies. If you want to intervene, use your own money
and if I want to intervene, then I will use rnine.

OH...ww,.
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Washington- Mick Jagger and his Rolling Stones have probably
been doing the usual at a theater near you recently in their latest
concert film, "Let's Spend the Night Together."
.
The film's title is no accidental come-on. As the Stones surely
know, their profession's future rests on video. Cable hook-ups and
Betamaxes have become the new wave in pop music and are slowly
merging the. two biggest chunks of American culture.
We bring up this subject because of a visual barrage of rock .and
cel.luloid that's intensified over the last 18 months. Videotapes of rock
performers seem to rolling everywhere- particularly on television.
Rock groups and singers, who once avoided publicity to the point of
reclusion, are now as visible as Gary Coleman and, unfortunately, as
childishly theatrical.
A video-rock sampler: Billy Joel dresses in work clothes and hard
hat and strums his guitar to the background of his latest hit, "Allentown." To the drub of "Love's Been a Little Bit Hard on Me," directors
run country-rock singer Juice Newton through a sadistic routine that
eventually puts her in a body cast. The Go-Go's, those pixie-faced
idols of millions, are transformed into clay figures and transported
into space. Wheeel
·
Why are they doing it? That's easy: to sell records. Anyone who's
taken the temperature of the recording industry recently knows that
rock stars and their backers are hard-up fot business. More than older
standbys of nationwide tours and fan clubs, videotapes are the
newest way to lute a mass market.
Produced at a cost of anywhere from $15,000 to $150,000, tapes are
distributed to record stores, night clubs and television systems- free
of charge. Of course, of these outlets, cable TV provides the biggest
splash. A number of cable firms (Home Box Office, for example) offer
regularly-scheduled programs built around industry-produced video
tapes.
One In particular, however, Warner Amex's "MTV" (that means
Music TV), seems to be setting the standard. Around the clock, seven
days a week, the New York-based service broadcasts at least 250
different tapes, of groups ranging from Fleetwood Mac to Squeeze.
For MTV's 9.5 million viewers, who on the average are about 23
years old, nonstop rock is a dream come true: For depressed record
companies, it's a lifesaver - at IE!ast temporarily. Since August 1981,
according to a Billboard magazine survey last fall, there's. been a
15-20 percent boost in sales of albums by acts featured on MTV.
Whether video can spawn a lasting turnaround is unclear. For its
part, MTV has its eye on another 5 million sunscribers by year's end,
but such projections are hard to verify. At 29.3 million subscribers, the
nation's cable systems have already linked 35 percent of America's
television-owning households but have undergone slump. Meanwhile, says Michael Greene, who runs the Video Music Channel in
Atlanta, the costs of production and broadcasting keep many interested parties on the sidelines.
But for now, the most important element of the rock video explosion may be its effect on the direction of music itself. Traditionally,
company promotional policies and big-city tastes have dictated
what's available to the rest of the country. Distance and local radio
broadcasting were other factors.
While New York's downtown clubs and FM programmers will
obviously continue to be leading taste arbiters, cable's suburban base
could mean increased influence for a traditionally hostage audience.
If they can put the cash together - and producers go along - new
groups and singers will be able to bypass the fickle interests of
big-city types and still become national success stories. (The Stray
Cats, a punk band that once could barely get a nod from American
disc jockies, credit MTV for their newfound popularity.)
Obviously, the videoization of rock 'n' roll will only make for more
spectacle: Grc;Jups will have to come up with acts to compliment
melody. That already is the most dramatic development in the busi·
ness since the greatest act of all, Jagger and Co., came along more
than 20 years ago.
'
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The Univer~ity of New Mexico
Navy ROTC drill team has a good
chance of winning its first competition of the semester this March, said
the drill team commander.
Midshipman Dennis O'Leary,
drill .team commander, said
although the team is made up of
freshmen who have never competed
before, "they have a good chance of
taking it,"
The team will travel to Anaheim,
Calif., to compete with about 12
other schools in various categories.
O'Leary said. They will compete as
an armed drill team, performing

Series Begins
On Refugees
Two forums on Central America, with emphasis on refugee
problems and the role of the
church, are scheduled today at
the University of New Mexico.
Sponsored by the February 23
Coalition, the Inter-Faith Committee and the Committee for Human Rights in Latin America, the
series will begin Thursday at
noon with a luncheon discussion
on "Women and Refugees" at·
theUNMWomen'sCenter,l824
Las Lomas Road NE.
Sister Sienna Schmidt, of
Houston, and a Guatemalan refugee will be the featured speakers at the luncheon and at the
evening forum,
The evening forum at 7 p.m.
will focus on Guatemalan refugees and will be held at the
UNM Latin American Institute,
801 Yale Blvd. NE. A videotape, Gutema/an Testimonies
will be shown and a discussion
will be held concerning refugees
in America.

with rifles, against other armed
teams.
Among the schools. to be represented at the meet are the Univ~rsity
of California at Los Angeles, Texas
A&M and the Air force Academy.
Most teams in the competition are
military, hut a few civilian teams
will compete also, he said.
UNM's team will enlcr the team
and individual exhi!Jitions, the regulation drill and inspection drill. The
inspection drill will pc run by
Marine Corps gunnery sergeants and
will be tough, O'Leary s;~id.
The team will have to pay its own
way to the meet. O'Leary said, explaining that the team cleans University Arena after games to help

Graphic Attist, , •., , • , , • , , .Prfscllfa Gonz61ez

Sports Editor • , • , ..... , .........Sieve ~log
Arts Editor... , ...... , ..... , .. Eddie Tafoya

American Marketing Association
Presents

Marvin Rubin on
..Marketing Yourselfu
7:00p.m. February 24, 1983
at the International center
1808 Las Lomas
New Members Welcome

Asthma Drug Evaluated
Participants are needed for a
medical study evaluating the effectiveness of a new asthma drug.
Jean Fischel, a registered nurse at
the Veteran's Administration
Medical Center, said I 5 asthmatics
are needed to complete tests on

Thiazinamiune, a drug that opens up
clogged bronchial tubes.
Mild to moderate asthmatics are
being sought.
Prospective research patients
should be between 18 and 55 years
of age, and should have no serious
illnesses other than asthma, she
said .
The study will require participants to visit the center once a week
for five weeks.
More information is available
Albuquerque area taxpayers may · from Fischel, (265-1711, ext.
benefit from a new Internal Revenue 3166).
Service program, called "Outreach,'' designed to help taxpayers
with their tax returns.
MktgiBSEE/BSCS/EET
From 10 a.m. to I p.m. each
Saturday until April 9, employees
from the Internal Revenue Service
will hold a tax preparation seminar
at Coronado Shopping Center.
Taxpayers wishing to take advantage of this service should bring their
records and tax packages to the
seminar. The service will have some
forms available for those people
who did not receive a tax package or
need forms not in their package.
Because of the limited time available, the seminars will not cover returns with income from selfemployment or other business returns.

Help Available
For Taxpayers

MARK OF A LEADER

Vapors---------continued from page 1
VanDorn Hooker, the University
installed, he said, but the ductwork architect, is looking into the probwas near a window, and the fumes lem, said Schmidt, but Hooker was
were being recirculated into the unavailable for comment.
room.
Kraft said the screen print probThe problem was referred to the
lem
was not unlike problems in other
University architect's office in
University art shops that usc ·toxic
1982, and the firm of Lyon Ensubstances,
gineering Mechanical Consultants
was contracted to look into the
problem.
The consultants' report said the
system was not being used correctly
and instructed that the window recontinued from page 1
main closed.
Garo Antreasian, art department intimidated in a class of 200 or 300
chairman, said although the en- people. They're afraid to talk to their
gineering recommendation has been professor," she said.
Teitelbaum said that if students
followed, there "still seems to be a
don't get in touch with the college
problem.''
Enough st6dents complained to after receiving a letter, "We'll call
put the problem in the hands of ex- them. Some of them are embarrasperts, Antreasian said. He, howev- sed to call, because they've never
er, said he considers the problem to gotten low grades before,"
The number of freshmen with
be an unpleasant condition, rather
high scores who don't do well i~
than a health hazard,
The levels ofthe toxic substances relatively small, said Teitelbaum.
•'The majority of students with high
have not been measured, he said.
Lyon Engineering has been con- preparedness generally do welL"
Teitelbaum said University Col·
tracted to qo another study, said Bob
Schmidt of the University lege plans to continue the project
each year.
architect's office.

Scorers-

!!dmeyging COlllJ?Ure.rs .
Northern 1elecom is
. cham!inl! the way
the~ communicates.
In 1475, when William Cnxton
printed the first English book, he
started a quiet revolution. A free flow
of ideas makes constant change
inevitable.
Northern Telecom started ita own
quiet revolution. one that's a lao
radically changing the way ideas are
communicated. We Were the first
company to deai~ and produce a full
line of dtgitaJ swttching systems, the
telecommunications technology tliat
tranamits both voice and data With
digital signals.
Our success convinced many
skeptics that digital communications
was truly the wave ofthe future. As
private and public digital networks
Jl'OW, an intemationiil web of
mtegrated voice and data
communication is gradually being
created. Instantaneous access to
global data banks is becoming
a reality.
Today .Northem Telecom is a
world leader in digitalawitching
~stems, in related technologiH fiber optics, lar_~J&-Icale inte~tated
circuits - and.tn electronic
.ofYice ayatema,

What we've accomplished so filr is
only the beginning. We're looking for
imaginative, talented people to be a
part. of our growth. If you want a
career that combines stability,
creativity, and limitless opportunity,
we'd like to talk with you.•
You can make your mark in the
Intelligent Universe.

See your placement office to
schedule an interview with our
Division Representative from
Network Systems/ Dallas, on
campua March 9.
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For more inf_omu:Jtibn, send a
reawne or a lil!tter to Northern
Telil!eom /rae,, HIUIUiia Reaources,
1201 Ea,ANmaholload,
Rlehardson,1'X76081•
An, equal opportunity employer m/f!h
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cover some costs. He said it has
asked ASUNM for funds to help, but
in the four years 0 'Leary has been at
UNM, they have received nothing.
O'Leary said the team practices
three times a week to preprare for
competition.
UNM 's drill team will be acting
as ambassadors for the University,
he said.
"We want to show them (the
other competing teams) that UNM is
something to contend with." he
said.
The drill team has performed before at various UNM functions und
is available for demonstrations. For
more infonnation call the Naval Science Building at 277-3744.
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Astronomy Professor Questions Idea
Linking Petroglyphs with Observatory

SUMMER CAMPEMPLOYMENT

By Janet Rivera
A University of New Mexico
astronomy professor has his doubts
about a highly publicized theory
linking Arizona petroglyphs with
ancient astronomy.
Robert Preston, a NASA astronomer, and his wife, were at Arizona's Petritied Forest National Park
when they noticed how the sunlight
went between two large rocks, creating beams that crossed petroglyphs,
This led them to believe the petrog-

Need summer employment? Summer Camp Staff
Recruitment Day will be held Wednesday, March 2
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. in the West Lobby of
Johnson Gym. Come by to learn about the opportunities for you. Visual displays, brochures, applications and camp personnel will be on hand to
tell you about jobs in camping. Sponsored by the
New Mexico District American Camping Association and U.N.M. Part-time Employment Office.
Sign up at Part-time Employment, Mesa Vista Hall,
Room 2116

Killer Sentenced to Die
JACKSON, Miss. (UP!)- The
Mississippi Supreme Court
Wednesday upheld the capital murder conviction of admitted killer
Marion Albert Pr!lett in the 1981
slaying of a Jackson Savings and
Loan officer and ordered him to die
April 13 in the state gas chamber.
The court, in a majority opinion
written by Justice Francis Bowling,
said the evidence in the case "fully
supports" the conviction and that
the' 'sentence of death in this case is
not exccssi ve or disproportionate to
the penally imposed ... "
Pruett, 33. a native of Gastonia,
N.C., was returned to Jackson last
week from Albuquerque, where he
was convicted in the 1981 hammer
slaying of his wife and sentenced to
life imprisonment.
He also faces a death sentence in
Arkansas and two life sentences in
Colorado for murders to which he
confessed.
Pruett, depicting himself as a
"crazy mad dog killer" was convicted in April 1982 in the kidnapslaying of Mrs. Lowe, He admitted
taking Lowe hostage during a robbery at a Unifirst Savings and Loan
office and later killing her in a
wooded area in Sumter County, Ala.
In Pruett's appeal, his attorneys
maintained the state overstepped its
jurisdiction in trying the admitted
killer for a crime committed in Alabama; that an admitted confession
should have been suppressed since it
was made by promises of drugs; that
the lower court erred in seating a
juror who was adamantly opposed to
the death penalty, but later concurred in the decision to execute Pruett,
and admitting into evidence an
edited television interview at the
sentencing phase of the trial.

Advancement
College graduates. If you are working In-or looking for-a job, why
not consider a career?
• Now offered in Houston. our 4month programs prepare you for
careers In law, management. and
finance.
• Six courses, for years offered in
Philadelphia, have received national
recognition for academic quality.
• Our students get jobs. Over
5,000 graduates hold positions in
law firms. banks. corporations in
over 110 cities across the country.
• We provide a substantial tuition
refund if we cannot secure a job for
you in the city of your choice.
Learn how the Institute In Houston
can help you advance in a career.
Our representative w111 be on campus
March 2, 1983.

WITHOUT
AN
ADVANCED
DEGREE

The
Institute
for
Paralegal
Training

AUNM

71 I Polk Street
Houston, 'texas 77002

[] I would like to arrange an interview
at another lime. Please call me.
U Please send me Information about
the Institute forParalegallralntng
in_ Houston;_ Philadelphia.

[713) 951-0266

Affiliated with
til<' lnstitllt<'

for Paralegal
'frainlng In
Philadelphia

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City, State. Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

College _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Graduation Date _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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at the University of New Mexico School of Medicine

_

Bas;c Medical Sciehce Building, Room 205 __ _ _.

The court, in a 15-page decision,
rejected nil the claims.
In a dissenting opinion, Chief Justice Neville Patterson and. presiding
Justice Vernon Broom agreed with
the conviction, saying "a more horrifying and brutish killing cannot be
imagined."
But, they said, another jury
should. have set the penalty since one
juror had said he was opposed. to the
death penalty and later voted to sent·
ence Pruett to death.

Petrified Forest is heavily populated
with possible observatories, while
Chaco Canyon in New Mexico has
few.
"That would be like having 50
calendars in this room. It's a question that has to be raised," Zeillk
said.
He said he plans to research this
question and check for interactions
between the sun and the petroglyphs
at times other than at sunrise, sunset,
equirlox and sol~tice.
"They (the Prestons) didn't deal
with cultural context. As far as. I .
know, the spiral has nothing to do
with the sun. I've heard it is the
symbol of water or a journey,''
zeilik said.
Zeilik said he plans to strongly
consider cultural context when he
continues his work in Chaco Canyon, Tsiping and Three Rivers
sites. He said he hopes to take a
sabbatical next year.
"People are no smarter now than
they were 10,000 years ago. Some
people think just because they didn't
have computers they were stupid,
this work could tell us about their
culture," Zeilik said.

#

*********************************

WASHINGTON (UPI) ~ For- labor, along with agriculture, educamer Gov. Reubin Askew of Florida tion and government. to enter into a
entered the rapidly growing race for fundamentally new relationship, a
the 1984 Democratic presidential new union, with one another and
nomination Wednesday with a with all the American people," he
pledge to seek reconciliation among said.
the nation's competing special inAskew, 54, and a newcomer to
terest.>.
presidential politics, conceded he is
''Our ability to pursue our often not the front-runner in the field,
competing individual interests has which already includes former Vice
been one of our strengths as a na- . President Walter Mondale and Sens,
tion,'' the graying former governor Alan.Cranston, D-Calif., and Gary
and U.S. trade ambassador told a Hart, D-Colo. Sens. John Glenn, Dpacked room at the National Press Ohio, and Ernest Hollings, D-S.C.,
Club.
are expected to declare later,
"But we have educated ourselves
Askew said he will run in every
too much in the adversarial tradi- primary and caucus, and work hartion. We have taught ourselves how der than his opponents. He pre.to compete with one another, but not dicted, "I'm going to be inaugualways how to work together with
rated president right here in
one another.
Washington, D.C."
"I will challenge business and
A popular governor of Florida

Class Supports Mothers
Support for mothers in the sometimes taxing business of raising children will be offered through a new
class called ''Parent Growth'' by the
Bernalillo County Mental Health/
Mental Retardation Center.
The class is designed to provide a
support group of mothers with children between the ages of I and 18
years o!d, and will be conducted by
the mental health center's Division
of Prevention, Consultation and
Education. Registration is open now
for group meetings beginning March
15.

f1

Groups will be limited to 12 participants. Children will not attend
with their parents.
•
For more information on registration and fees, contact Nancy Weaver, program specialist, at the Division of Prevention, Consultation and
.Education, 843-2849.
·

At last you can make
Russian Margaritas!
./.r~!U.,, Add vodka instead of
tequila. If you should
fail to use La Paz
Margarita Mix,
the KGB will
getcha.

from 1971 to 1979, Askew is credited with helping lead the South
away from a century of ruralorie.nted, segregationist politics and
economic thinking.
In his declaration, he stressed the
economy, calling for a domestic
Marshall Plan to rebuild America's
industrial base and warning against
''the quicksand of protectionism'' in
trade policies.
He also warned against grandiose
feder;~l-spending programs, but
appeared to endorse the jobs bill of
Democratic leaders in Congress. He
called for ••a mutual, verifiable,
substantial reduction" in nuclear
arms as a first priority .in foreign
policy.
Askew endorsed the Equal Rights
Amendment and opposed a constitutional amendment outlawing abortion but said some restrictions are
necessary. He told a questioner he
still is "struggling with" his position on the rights of homosexuals. A
homosexual rights group distributed
literature opposing him at the news
conference announcement of his
candidacy.
Askew, regarded as the most conservative-of the four men now in the
Democratic field, would not write
off support from organized labor.
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FREE soup or salad with any
large hot dog or sandwich
Valid thru 2-28
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Today's Events
lnter·Varslly C_hrJstlan fellowship meel!i_at 7 p.m.
Thursdays in the Humanities Building, room 108.
Everyone welcome.
The P_hy&Jcii MCAT Sts&lon wlll begin at 7 p.m.
today 1n Mitchell .Hall, to_om 2lS,

OVERPOPULATION: UNM occasionally has an adopt-a-duck
plan. The ducks are free for the asking.

Tht Pres(deniltl Scholtn Club will meet at 6 p.m.
today -rn the Honors Center. AU members arc
requested to attend. Mare information i!i available
from Vince Baca at 842·1569,
The. lnlerfratemlly

Courn:::ll will meet al 6:30 p.m.

today at Sigma Cl'li Fraternity. More in(ormation is
available from Vince Ba¢a at 842·1569.

UNM Gives Ducks Away
For Population Control
Lonely? Need a friend? Maybe a pet? Have you ever considered getting a
duck?
If so, the University of New Mexico often has a surplus of ducks in its duck
pond, and they are yours for the asking.
Nan Gile, former employee of the UNM Physical Plant landscaping
department, which maintains the duck pond, said people drop ducks off at the
pond and they start to add up.
"At one time we had about 60 ducks at the pond," she said.
When this many ducks accumulate, the University has to clear some out,
·
she said.
Chris Larsen,.architectural designer with I.JNM's School of Architecture
and Planning, said the University tries to find homes for the extra ducks. He
said sometimes people with private ponds. call UNM requesting ducks.
If orphaned ducks. arc not adopted, they are taken to tlte bosque, a water
reserve ncar the Rio Grande, and other reserves, Larsen said.
Gile said mates sometimes get separated when the ducks are thinned out.
But what about ducks as pets?
Gile said while she was taking care of the ducksforthe University, she got
to know many of them and even named afew. She said there was a pair of
brown geese named Ted and Larry after her bosses, and a duck she named
Pinky for its pink feet.
UNM is concerned about the welfare of the ducks given away as well as the
•
ducks remaining at the. pond.
Benny Candelaria, employee of the landscaping department feeds the
ducks daily.
'
Besides students feeding the ducks bread and scraps, Candelaria said he
feeds them four coffee cans of food ll day, He said he goes through about five
50-poun,d bags .of food in six months. UNM pays for the food.
He satd the btggcst problem the University has with caring forthe ducks is
dogs attacking them (the ducks).
·
Ale~Roybnl, captain ofthc UNM CampusPolice, said the dogs that are
attackmg the ducks belong to University students.
Gile said people ti? not ~eem to re~lize that dogs need to be kept on a leash
when around the Umverstty. She satd she once found one goose she knew
chewed up and thrown into a garbage can.
·
, . "That really upset me,'' she said.. Despite the. dog problem, UNM's
l.lucks seem to lead a comf()ftable ltfc. No ducks could be reached for
comment.
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The AmericanMarkeUngAssod•don .will meet at 7

)I,,

p.m. today at lhe Jnlerriational Center, 1808 L11.5
Lomas. Mar\'in' Rubin will speak on ••Marketing
Yourself. u New members Welcome.

'

The Sun Dance Club meets Thursdays in the SUB,
room 2SOC ~nd D. These simple dances use .songs and
chants from major world religions. No experience·
necessary. More infonnatian is aYallable at 268·5743
or2SS·206S.
The Nalln American ChrbU.n 'Jello..,.-shlp wilt
meet at 7 p.m. today in the SUB, room 230. Robert
Yazzie Will lead a discussion an Christianity and
culture.

Waxon Wheels Square.O•nre·Oub m_cets ot1 p.m.
Thursdays in· the SUB, room. 231 • .No e;r;perienccj no
pattncrs needed~
The UNM Anlhropolou Soclely wiil present the

classic ethnographic film ''The Hunters:,'' on the San
Bushmen of ihe Kalahari, .at 2:30p.m. ·today in the
An1hropatogy- Building; roam 178, A short meeting:
wili precede the' film. Refreshmenls wfll be served,
The- Sanc:tuuy Group, tot alcoholics only, .meets at
noati Thursdays at the Newman Center.
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It's on a Navy ship.
get them fast. Because
the Navy, as your
in
The Navy has
more than 1,900
knowledge grows, so do
your responsibilities.
reactor-years of nuclear
Today's Nuclear
power experiencemore than anyone else
Navy is one of the most
challenging and rewardin America. The Navy
ing career choices a
has the most sophistiman can make. And
cated nuclear equipthat choice can pay off
ment in the world. And
the Navy operates over half of the nuclear while you're still in school. Qualified
juniors and seniors earn approximately
reactors in America.
With a nuclear program like that, you $l,OOO per month while they finish school.
As a nuclear-trained officer, after 4
know the Navy.also offers the most comprehensive and sophisticated nuclear training. years with regular promotions_and pay
increases, you can be earning as much as
Every officer in the Nuclear Navy
$40,500. That's on top of a full benefits packcompletes a full year of graduate level
technical training. Outside the Navy, this age that includes medical and dental care,
kind of program would cost you thousands. and 30 days' vacation earned each year.
In the Navy, you're paid while you learn.
As a nuclear-trained officer, you also
Then, as a nuclear-trained officer, you earn a place among this nation's most
supervise highly trained personnel in the qualified and respected professionals. So,
if you're majoring in
operation of the most
- math, engineering or
r- _;;;;-_o_P;;R;-_UN-;-_TY-.. -. - advanced nuclear
INFORMATION CENTER
1
1
propulsion plants
. P,o'. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015
I the physical sciences,
I 0 Please send me more information a bout
send in the coupon.
ever developed. You
I
becoming
anofffcer
in
the
Nuclear
Navy.
(0N)
1
Find out more about
get a level of technical
.I Name FirsI. IPleAu Print! Last
I the most sophisti·
and management
Addreso
Apt. H
cated training ground
experience tl!lequalled
I
City
Strlte
Zip---·-· 1 for nuclear engineeranywhere else.
You get important I Age _ _ _ tCollege/Uni~ersily~---- I ing. 'lbday's Nuclear
tGPA
Navy.
responsibilities and you 1*YearlnColloge
1.
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Friday's Events
The D.adllnt for ASUNM Jiundtd Oraonlzatlonil
to return· budget request packeUJ has been e~tended io

Friday, More information is available from Dan
SerranO at 277·!5.528,
uMinorhtes end Mfdklne.u a motivational
workshop program, Will be held May 23•21.
Applications ate avaifQble bY writing: 11-MoUvationttl
WorkshOfl Program," Student Affairs Orftce1 Basic
SCience Medi.cal Bulldlng, ~Oom 106, Albuquerque,
N:M., 87131 or by t~~llins. Lauro Silva. MWP
Coordinator at 277-46$4 or 277-2728.
The Way CliiriiJUI FeJio"ihiP :rneets at rioOn
.Friditys in the SU!J, seco~d noor lobby atea:._ south
end Of .the building. All (naerested ptrsons are

~Ma)or/Minor·~--~---~~~-

1
I This~~~

welcome,

Phnne·,.,..,..,:-=:;:-;--------;;-=='"""'"'""
lA tea Code)
Be1t Time to Cillll

The UNM Bollroom Danct tlati will meet from
7:30 to 9:30p.m. Friday in tht SUB Ballroom. Mini•
leuon this week will be the 1\itxer. Memberships
avliilit.ble ror students and· nan·studenis.
_The

Phtioii~PhY.

part .or the Bt.isin~s.s

a~_ a
Program~

club.

Sxecutlve in Res1dence
will present Lynn
0. Merritt, president 0( the Life Office Management

ASsodaliort~ Who wllf sp-eak on HBusiness Elhics and
Corporate Responsibll!ty," ut 3:30 p.m. in the
Philosophy i.lbrary. Merritt requesllthat interested
P<rsons read quotations on reselil< in thePhllosophy
1-lbtory betore attending the disscusslon. 'llifreih·
ments wllf be "rvod ht the Philosophy Lounge at !

lor_ jtener81 rt>eruitm_ent. lnforrnaUan,:Youdo hoi h_a~e_to(li_"
nl11h. any or Lhe Information requested. Of coUr§e, the more we
kno".·,the
more_ you
\\'t'i:an
h_•l.p td.drtE'rmtne. the kinds or.Na!!,Y.P9:.
tiorl!l
for whfch
qualify..
.MAU 9182

I
-~

'''..J·

-·--------Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.
L

p.m.

•

~

*·
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The Most Sophisticated Training Ground
For Nudear Engineering
Isn't On The Ground.

Up rserlllee ·

Announcements Jn Up Service Will run the day
before the event and the day of the event on a spare
available basi.r. Lip Service Is available to_ all UNM
non-profit· orgonizarions~ Forms for Lip Sen·Jce -can
be picked ilp in Marron Ha/IJ room IJS and must be
turned In by 1 p,m. the day prior to publication.

By Lydia Piper

*********************************
~* PHYSIOLOGY OPEN HOUSE *
~
**
Learn about
*
:
GRADUATE STUDY IN PHYSIOLOGY
#
*
*
**
DATE! Tuesday, March 1, 1983
*
TIME: 3 p.m.
*
*
PLACE: Schoof of Medicine .. North Campus
*
~

lyphs were part of a solar observa·
tory, made by the Anasazi .Indians
sometime between 800 and 1200
A.D.
Michael Zeilik, associate professor of astronomy and physics, said
the Prestons are cqncentrating on the
petroglyphs that fit in with their
theory that the petroglyphs arc part
of a calendar.
"What about the petroglyphs that
don't show any interaction?'' Zeilik
asked.
Zeilik also asked why Arizona's

Askew of Florida Enters Race
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,, EATING RAOUL' Is
One 01 Th• Freshetl, Fumdesl
Comedies Ia Yean••• "

Another Great Offer From

Putt-Putt Golf & Games®

Orphan's Musical Runs Hot and Cold
By Jenny Williamson

~
Starts Friday!

THE: GUILD

Fri.·Thurs.. Feb. 25·March 17

Fri.,M9n.•Th~rs. 7:30,9:15
.
S.t.•SUo, 2:15,4:00,5:45,7:30,9:15

coming

S~~rn

VERONIC_A VOSS

TULANE & AMHERST 255·3050

Graduate Student Association
Council Meeting
Saturday, March 5
9

am

Room 230 SUB
Agenda

IV. Committee Reports
I. Cull to Order
ll. Minutes from l?eb. 12, 1983 V. Old Business

VI. New Business
VII, Adjournment

III. President's ReportDolph Barnhouse

EBONY performed by Johanna Milligan and Jehan Blachy is part of the SpringTimeSpace
dance concert that will be presented at 8 p.m. Feb. 24-26 and Mar. 3-5 in Rodey Theater.

Coffee and bagels will be served.
AU ~raduate students welcome

Dance To Bloom on UNM's Campus
In Annual SpringTimeSpace Concert

S.IJ.B. Cwcunes flrea

FEB.
25th
6:30Pm
UNTIL

$3.00

$5.00

UNM 'STUDENTS

GENERAL

CASH
PRIZES
TO BE
AWARDED

FOR
1st 2nd 3rd

KING OF BEERSs

As much as t)ley delight in the
new growth now popping up from
the earth underfoot, dance lovers in
Albuquerque have come to look forward to SpringTimeSpace.
SpringTimeSpace is the annual
dance concert presented by the
dance division of the University of
New Mexico theater arts department. Because dance coordinator
Jennifer Predock wants to share with
audiences as many pieces as possible - some old, some new- this
year she has decided to offer Spring. TimeSpace I and SpringTimeSpace
II - two different programs of
dance.
SpringTimeSpace I will be presented Thursday, Saturday and
March 4. SpringTimeSpace II will
be on stage Friday, March 3 and 5.
Both programs offer contemporary, ballet and flamenco dance,
which have been choreographed by
UNM dance faculty members. Most
dances will be petfotmed by UNM
dance students, but four faculty
members will also perform on stage.
Those faculty members are Eva
Encinias, the locally famous
flamenco dancer; Eric Nesbitt, who
hail danced with the American Ballet
Theater for six years and shared a
stage with Mikhail Baryshnikov in
the televised performance of The
Nutcracker; and two visiting faculty
artists, Terese Freedman and Jim
Coleman, who work as a duct.
A common theme throughout the

94 Rock· Welcomes

Sammy Hagar
and

Night Ranger

dance performances is a view of relationships - of body to move·
ment, man to woman - even dancers to geese.
Predock explained why and how
she choreographed the piece about
geese. Darrel Randall, oboist and
UNM music faculty member, composed an arrangement and
approached Predock with the music
to be accompanied by dance. The
theme was based on images of
geese.
Predock said she, Randall and
dance students sought a flock of
geese and observed them.
"Our interest," she said, "was
not so much the movement, but the
interaction among members of the
group and between males and
females.''
After observing geese on the
ground, in flight, playing and courting, the students improvised. At
first, Predock said, the students'
movements "were very literal. So
we tried to abstract them to show
how their moods and behavior patterns parallel those of humans,"
The result of this interaction with
feathered friends is a four-person
dance titled The What's Sauce
Quadrille, which will appear in
Program I.
Visiting artists Freedman and
Coleman are sticking to human
male/female relationships in their
duet Isn't It Just . . . •
Coleman calls it a "theatrical
dance piece with theatrical costumes." Coleman will be garbed in
a black business suit and tie, wear·
ing glasses, while Freedman will
look like what she calls "the New
Wave woman," dressed in a vam. pish zebra-skin pantsuit and bright
red. shoes. The two are obviously
birds of different feathers.
Coleman said that the piece is about "a relationship that misses. It's
about the type of missing that hap-

Because dance is included in the
theater arts, dance concerts at UNM
are "costumed and well-lit productions in a nice theater. Rodey is a
beautiful theater." Coleman said.
After leaving UNM at the end of
the spring semester, the duet will
tour Europe. They have taught and
performed throughout the United
States, including Hawaii and Alaska, and have visited other universities including Stanford University
and the University of Colorado.
There is a special discount for
people who wish to attend both
SpringTimeSpace programs. Buy a
ticket for one program for $4 general admission- or $3 UNM staff, faculty and students and get a ticket for the other program for only $2.
Both tickets can be purchased at
the same time, or the ticket stub from
the first program can .be saved and
presented when purchasing the other
ticket.
All programs take place in
UNM's Rodey Theater in the Fine
Arts Center. Curtain times are at 8
p.m.
.

Rare Process Exhibited

The University of New Mexico
art depart!Tient' s Visiting Artists/
Lecture Series will include an exhibit of works by Joan Myers from
Saturday through April 3 in the
UNM Art Museum.
The exhibit includes about 40 palladiotypes, a hand-sensitized photo·
Tickets on Slle at Afl Giant Ticket Outlets
graphic process, which because of
the scarcity of palladium, is not used
any more.
presentation
another
The palladiotype process is similar
to theitplatinum
printing
process
.,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. because
is able to
capture
most

Friday, March 4
8pm Tingley Coliseum

pens in a Jot of relationships. Sometimes people don't really connect,
and they don't know why."
Coleman will also perform in a
solo and Freedman will present a
duet with student George Kennison,
which Coleman choreographed.
Both visiting artists choreographed
an additional piece for students.
The Rodey Theater stage is not
unfamiliar to these two dancers,
who were also invited to UNM as
visiting instructors last spring.
"I especially like the fact that
dance here is connected to the theater department,'' Coleman said,
"and that it's considered one of the
arts. In many other universities,
dance is connected to the physical
education department.''

subtleties in the tonal scale.
Myers, who lives in Santa Fe, will
also give a public lecture about her
work 3:30 p.m. March 3 in Room
2018 of UNM's Fine Arts Center.
Myers began her work in photography in the early 1970s. She 'has
studied music::, dance and drama at
Stanford University.
Myers' work has been presented
in nu!Tierous one·person shows
thoughout the United States and
Paris,

Maybe too much was expected, or
maybe the cast was having a bad
night.
The opening performance of
Annie Monday night in Popejoy
Hall, although it did have some very
fine points, was inconsistent. Some
parts did not fare quite as well as
they could have.
Ruth Williamson, as the delight-.
fully wicked Miss Hannigan, gave
the evening's brightest performance. Her unselfconscious portrayal
was consistently funny, especially
during the songs "Little Girls" and
''Easy Street.'' Williamson was nothing short of brilliant throughout
the musical.
Gary Holcombe as Daddy Warbucks, was also wonderful. Without
a doubt the best singer in the cast, he.
captivated the audience singing about his love .for Annie in ''Something Was Missing." This enhanced
a very believable chemistry between
Warbucks and Annie.
A good performance by Kathleen
Sisk as Annie, was only occasionally disappointing. She is a fine actress, but she often spoke too fast,
and her singing voice was very nasal
in the high parts.
The costuming, sets and lighting
were outstanding. If this type of
craftsmanship had been consistent
throughout tbe show, the audience
would have had little to complain
about.

S~erri Leidy, Missy Menasce,

Chns Noel and Kimi Parks as
Annie's fellow orphans, should ~lso
be credited for their performances.
One of the best numbers in the show
''It's The Hard-Knock Life," wa;
danced and sung with a quality that
usually only comes with performers
who are much older than they.

-

l

limit one coupon per person per day,

I
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WHERE ALL THE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

Presents

In other numbers, however, the
orphan!s voices did not project as
well as they could have and the
lyrics were hard to hear a~d understand. Also, a fight between two of
the girls in the opening scene
seemed rather contrived.
I left the theater feeling partly disappointed and partly delighted,
My disappointment stemmed
largely from difficulty in hearing or
understanding a great deal of the dialogue, even sitting fairly close to the
stage.
The brilliant performances by
Williamson and Holcombe the
beautiful sets and costumes, a~d, of
course, the wonderful story were the
source of my delight.
The last performance of Annie is

Musicians of the New Mexico
Businesses that wish to volunteer
Symphony Orchestra are donating their financial assistance should
!heir services and are actively help- contact the symphony office.
mg to produce The Best in the West,
Other musicians in the state ina benefit pops concert scheduled for terested in the continuing financial
4:00 p.m. Sunday in the Kiva Au- health of the NMSO are donating
ditorium.
their ialents to the event.
.~he crucial need for this moneyAmong them are guitarist Ruben
rrusmg event became evident during Romero, The Watermelon Jug Band
the latest review of the symphony's and members of the Old Time Fidcurrent $I million budget, ·which 'dlers Club, who will join the orchesprojected a potential $40,000 de- tra in a program of favorite western
ficit.
tunes.
Despite a very conservative inTne NMSO musicians will match
crease of less than 2 percent from their guests with western wear in
last year's budget, the effects of the place of the traditional black garb,
depressed economy on both the and perform selections from Rodeo
annual symphony fund drive and by Aaron Copeland, the Pops
ticket sales are forcing budget· Hoedown by Richard Hayman, and
tightening efforts in order to guaran- other music reminiscent of the
tee a break-even budget for this Southwest, all under the direction of
year.
Yoshimi Takeda, music director of
The concern ofNMSO's board of theNMSO.
directors relates not only to fiscal • Most of the local business sponresponsibility, but also to satisfying sors will be making a cash donation
the requirements of a. prestigious and offering an array of prizes for a
Challenge Grant from the National raffle that will take place during the
Endowment for the Arts.
concert.
In order to keep this matching
Raffle tickets cost $1 and will be
grant of $25,000 and matching gifts available before the concert and durof$75,000, the symphony must also ing intermission. A number of other
balance its budget for 1982-1983. Albuquerque firms, including CotUnlike most larger Amercian sym- tonwood Printing, Optext and
phonies, the NMSOhas been oper• McClintock Paper are contributing
ating
black
since 1977 ' and services and materials.
.mtendsintothemamtain
~
that record.
The Best in the West pops concert
The directors and management of is ideal for family attendance, with
the symphony have made a series of its Sunday afternoon concert ti!Tie of
~udget adjustments to cut the poten- 4:00.
tial $40,000 deficit by a considerReserved seating is available now
able degree.
from the NMSO Box Office at 220
Still needing to make additional Gold Blvd. SW, or by phoning 842.
economies, the orchestra musicians 8565. MasterCard and Visa may bel
offer~d to aid the process by per- used.
formmg without pay. The musicians
Adult tickets are $8 for center sea:.
are. also tryi.ng to solicit local ting and $5 for remaining seats.
bust,l}esses to be sponsors and there- Children's tickets are $5 and $3.
by mcrease the potential income 'Half of the ticket price can be consifro!TI the concert. ·
dered a tax-deductible donation.
-

l

·Popejoy Hall

Musicians Donate Time
To Keep NMSO in Black

'

today at 8;15 p.m. For UNM students with a valid I. D., tickets are
half price. Call the Popejoy Hall
Box Office at 277-3121 for more
information.

r---------------~~-----,
I
U NM Student Special!
1
Purchase $5.00 worth of
I
1
. Putt-Putt Golf & Garnes Tokens
f
I and receive 20 tokens absolutely FREE!
1

-

Hitchcock Movie Month Coming
If you've been dying to sit down March6;ShadowofaDoubt, March
to some classic Hitchcock chiller 20; and Notorious, March 27.
thrillers,,March is your month.
All films are shown at 7:30p.m.
. The spring 1983 Rodey Film Fes- Sundays. in Rodey Theater of
hval, sponsored by the Unversity of UNM's Fine Arts Center.
New Mexico theater arts departTickets .are $2 and available at the
ment, offers you the f~llowing
Hitchcock film fare: Suspicion, Fine Arts Box Office.

•

A MUSICAL
CELEBRATION
OF AMERICA
·• TINnPES is glowingly patriotic: impeccably produced and
staged, and furthermore all smiles." - ~~w~~os 11111. N.Y. DoNv ,...,
"TINnPES is a delightful nlentine of an entertainment.
Charming and winning and what aquality quintet ot aClstl"
-llollols ~. CIHV

" This is pure Entertainment I was sorry when it ended."
- .IHl Sittlf, UC:·R

Saturday February 26 .. 8:15PM
Adults: $15, $13, $10
UNM Students, Faculty, Staff, Seniors 1/z Price
Mastercharge & Visa'Phone Orders Accepted
Telephone 277-3121

WHERE ALL THE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

Presents

~
BALLETWEST
with the

New Mexico Symphony Orchestra
.and Corps De Ballet

~~~~-~
Friday March 4, Saturday March 5. 8:15PM
Adults: $20,$18,$14
Sunday March 6- 2:15PM
Adults $16, $14, $10
UNM Students, Faculty, Staff, Children (High School and Under)
Y2 Price All Performances
Mastercharge 8r Visa Phone Orders Accepted
Tel1ephone 277-3121

..
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• EXAMINATIONS
• CONTACT LENSES
• EYEGLASSES

~.

EYE DOCTOR
;''Open Saturdays" SERVICE
Cedi and
Compare
Our Prices

265-3828
4304 LOMAS, NE

Lomas Blvd. at Washington

Close to UNM

Godfather's Pizza Combo - it's been
imitated, counterfeited, forged and faked,
but's it's never been duplicated.
Pounds of gunk on a gorgeous crust,
guaranteed to devastate your appetite.
So what's holdin' ya'?
..,...-__

Goclfatba'-s PizZa ..
UNM loutlon

_ _. . , ........

106 Buena VIsta, SE 247-9S91
(Behind 31 ·navon on. Central)
IIS06 C.nlnl. SW
836-0112
1700 Mmool BMI. NE
299.-

11135 Ctuodol-. NW

345-IMa

11500 "....._,, NE
o\loo"'

821·7262

Sp_orts

Herschel Walker Goes Pro

Reinert-less Lobos To Make Utah Swing

(UPI) - Hcismun Trophy winner Herschel Walker has signed a
three-year, multi-million contract
with the New Jersey Generals,
which will make him the highest·
paid player in the history of professional football, his attorney said
Wednesday.
Severa! coache~ regarded the
signing of Walker by the Generals of
the U.S. Football League Wednesday as severely detrimental to the
future of college football.
But many USFL executives
looked upon the signing us an isolated incident thut will have no
adverse affect on the college game.
The spectacular University of
Georgia star signed with the team
after discovering he had lost his
amateur status by earlier signing a
tentative contract with the club.
Walker's agent and attorney, Jack
Manton, said Walker received his
first year's salary cash in advance
and the entire package is "totally
guaranteed."
Tenns of the contract were not
disclosed but earlier reports had the
Generals offering Walker as much
as $16.5 million for five years.
According to the report, Walker was
to receive $2.5 million a year.
"This is a very sad day for college
football," said Charley McClendon, president of the American
Football Coaches Association.
"The coexistence we have had
with high school, college and pro-

By Robin Anderson

fessional football has been very
good for one and all," McClendon
said. Now, he said, the USFL's
signing of Walker to a contract ''has
certainly damaged our situation."
Florida Coach Charley Pell said
the signing presented "a very serious challenge to college football.''
"Herschel 'g ·decision to go professional concerns us as football
coaches," said Pell. "We have to
look at this USFL situation very
seriously.
"We will now contact the president of our American Football
Coaches Association and the SEC
(Southeastern Conference) office
and . . . make our feeling known
that we aren't interested in the USFL
raiding our underclassmen, interfering with the education process, and
interfering with the development of
undergraduates in cpllege football,''
Pell said.
John Chaffetz, vice president of
the Arizona Wranglers, said the
signing meant the USFL was serious
about competing for talent with the
National .Football Leugue.
"The NFL now realizes, if it
didn't realize before, that the USFL
is real and intends to sign the top
college players,'' he said,
"Our telephones started to ring
almost immediately this morning,
asking if we had heard about Walker's signing.
"We personally are kind of extra
excited,'' Chaffetz said. :·we had

FREE I-SHIRT

Take A Load Off Your Mind

goal has always been - to have our
team perfonn to its capacity and then
go beyond that,'' Hessel said.
"We're going to be a contender,''
Hessel said. "We're going to do
something that other people may
think is beyond our capability. This
team never ceases to suprise me.
They always dig down deep and per·
form well.''
Three years ago, when Hessel
came to UNM, the team was at the
bottom in WAC competition.
"People have a tendency to forget
where their team came from. When I
first came here we dido 't score a
point in the conference meet," Hessel said. "That's how far down we
were, and last year, in our second
year with all freshmen and sophomores, we went from last to third
place with 103 points."
"The only reason for that progress has been the attitude of the
athletes. I don't think anybody has
recruited more determined and hardworking athletes, and I think the key
to really having a good team is the
determination and the excellent attitude of the team,'' Hessel said.
The Lobos own several of the best
marks in the conference; including
long jump (Dwayne Rudd, 25'7"),

The University of New Mexico
women's swimming team will be
competing in the High Country

Leisure Wood Shops Offers...
a complete line of woodworking equipmeht,
professional assistance, Whole sale prices
on wood and much more ...

Build Anything From A Bookcase
To A waterbed

GET 21 VISITS FOR $35
IExolres March 1, 8p.m,}

.-.

a
(No woodworking experience necessary)

triple jump (Rudd, 53'6"), ·soometer dash (Pete Serna, I :03.81),
880-yard run (Greg Keith, 1:53.0),
800-meter run (Roger Moore,
1:51.3), mile relay (3: 11.4) and
two-inile relay (7:24.2).
The Lobos, .however, will go into
the championships with a few problems, said Hessel.
Robbie Humbles, hurdler and
sprinter, twisted his knee and is out
ofthe meet. Pete Serna was found to
have a piece of a needle in his foot,
which will have to be removed, and
Tony Coluccio, shot putter, has lost
considerable weight from an intestinal ailment.
"We'll just hope, come Friday,
that everyone is healthy and capable
of going, and if not we'lljusthave to
go with a litile less than. we anticipated,'' Hessel said.
"Our team has been very aggressive throughoutthe year. We've gotten some good national prestige in
performance and I think that will
carry over into the WAC,'' Hessel
said.
"You've got to be able to perform
when it counts," Hessel said.
"Right now on the performance
level we equal anybody in the Un·
ited States."

Lady Swimmers to HCAC Meet

Try woodworking As A Hobby

WOOD SHOPS INC:.

The University of New Mexico
women's basketball team, 1·4 in
conference pluy, has to deal with
another loss as they go on the road
against conference rivals Brigham
Young University and the University of Utah this weekend without
their second leading scorer Muff
Reinert.
Reinert averaged 14 points a
game and 8.5 rebounds this season.
This is her last year of eligibilty.
Coach Doug Hoselton said Reinert

decided not to play out the season for
personal reasons.
''We have people capable of taking up the slack,'' Hoselton said,
"At the same time, the players are
not proven people and not being seasoned could be a problem. But they
are ment~lly tough enough and physically capable."
UNM will face BYU tonight and
travel to Salt Lake City Saturday to
take on Utah, Both teams beat the
Lobos at home. BYU won by three
points and Utah by ten.
"We didn't play well in the first
half .against Utah, but things went

-SMALL
ads

are
4613 McLeod NE .. 881·4020
Call NoW For Reservations·
seen
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Ath!etic Conference championships
this weekend.
The Lobos, who .have been pia·
gued by injury and illness all season
long, will be without the services of
Deb Ruetter; who is still recovering
from mononucleosis. Linda Aki will
compete in the 50- and I 00-yard butterfly despite an injured shoulder.
"Even though we are short on
swimmers, I expect us to take more
first~place honors than any other
team in the conference," Coach Bill
Spahn said. ''Our healthy girls ate
doing well. I can see Janine Owens
capturing a NCAA qualification in
the 50- and 100-yard butterfly,
which will be our strongest event. ••
Colorado Slate and Brigham
Young ate the favored teams in the
meet. "It will be a. real test for the
whole team to hold on to our third·
place finsih from last year/' Spahn
said. "We will miss Ruetter very
much, because her being out hurts
our depth in many areas.'' ·

pretty well against BYU,'' Hoselton
said, "We have to rebound better
against both and cut back on fouls."
In the game with BYU, the Lobos
committed 30 personal fouls which
gave the Cougars 46 chances at the
free throw line. BYU .m.ade 32
points on free throws compared to
the Lobo's seven.
The Lobos shot only 28 percent
from the floor in the first half against
Utah. UNM was behind 15 at the

half, but pulled within five points
with six minutes left before the Lady
Utes pulled away for good.
Utah's Debbie Asper leads the
conference in scoring with UNM's
Alison Foote second.
''Both teams beat us on the
boards,'' Hoselton said. "Hopefully we've gotten better at rebound·
ing. If we have improved, the outcome of the games coming up will be
better for us."

Snafu
The University of New Mexico wrestlers will be competing against
Colorado State University, not Southeren Colorado, in the Western
Athletic Conference tournament as reported in Tuesday'sNew Mexico
Daily Lobo.
The Lobo gymnasts will not be competing at UNM Feb. 24, as
earlier reported. The next home e.vent will be the Western Athletic
Conference Invitational 7:30p.m. March 11-12 in Carlisle Gym.
The Daily Lobo regrets these etrors.

Lobo Tracksters Face Hurdles

Ron Martel
Has the University of Texas-E)
Paso come to the end of the road in
its domination of the Western Athletic Conference Indoor Track and
YOUASPOATS
Field championships?
SPECIALTY SHOP
University of New Mexico head
track Coach Del Hessel said it has.
3222 C•ntral SE
".I'd have to give the edge to
(2 blocks east of U.N.M.) Brigham
Young University,'' he
9·6 Mon-Scri
said.
"My breakdown is that BYU is
268·3949
going to win it, and then it will be
very close between New Mexico and
El Paso,'' Hessel said.
BYU was the last team, other than
UTEP; to win the WAC title, and
that was in 1973. The Cougars of
Come in and register to win a
BYU have been runners-up to UTEP
for the past five years.
Meet times are 6:30p.m. Friday
and 12:30 p.m. Saturday at Tingley
•
to be given away every day.
Coliseum.
The UTEP Miners will be severe$7.00 OFF any Car,.ra Sun Glass•s
ly tested, said their neW coach, LarHacky Sacks r~g. $7.95 now $4.91
ry Heidebrecht.
"We have adequate first•place
New selection of Jansport Packs
strength," said Heidebrecht, "but I
worry abut the overall depth of New
Free Bicycle Repair lnspecti~n
Mexico
or Brigham Young being
Stop by and SH' great sel1ctkw
enough to offset any first places we
In our OIMr departments.
win. They can kill us on depth.''
See us at
"In the WAC championships
•
Backpacking
•Koyoklng
IHE SPORT SHOW •Bicycling
there is no easy event," Hessel said,
•Tennis
at the Convention Center •Skiing
•Running
"Everything is ext~mely competi• Sol Boarding • Rock Climbing
Feb. 26 6 27
tive. Times are very close. Our goal
...,.,......,...,......,..__ _ _..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __, in the meet- and as a coach my

LEISURE

some concern about one of the dates
on our schedule- Easter Sunday.
We thought it might be an obstacle to
drawing a good crowd."
Chaffetz said, however, he did
not foresee a wholesale raid on college underclassmen in the future.
"This is an isolated situation,''
Chaffetz said. "I can't foresee any·
body having the type of impact
Herschel Walker has in the foreseeable future. I don't think the USFL
has any intention whatsoever of
going after underclassmen - I
have been told the contact was made
to our league, not from our league.''
Judge Peter Spivak, part owner of
the USFL 's Michigan Panthers, said
he also doubted the league would
raid the colleges in the future.
''We haven't signed any underclassmen and we're not planning on
it," said Spivak. "I don't know of
any other (underclassmen) who plan
on signing."
Despite what some of the league's
executives said, however, USFL
Commissioner Chet Simmons took
an opposite viewpoint.
Simmons said the league would
begin exploring the possibility of
setting up a new set of rules with
regard to signing undergraduates.
The National Football League,
which has always maintained a
''hands-off" policy with regard to
college undergraduates, said it
would continue to abide by those
guidelines.

SURE-SHOT: Yvonne McKinnon puts up rwo against Trinidad College earlier this week. The Lobos take to the road this
weekend when they fat:~ BYU and Utah.

WAC Wrestling Tourney
Expecting Three-way Race
FORT COLLINS; Colo.
(UPI) - The 1983 Western Athletic Wrestling Championships begin
Saturday at Colorado State University, with a three-way battle
looming for the league crown.
New Mexico and Wyoming are
expected. to challenge six-time defending champion Brigham Young,
which takes a 6-11 dual match record into the tournament.
Wyoming, 9-2on the season, beat
BYU earlier and finished second to
Utah State in the Mountain Intercollegiate Wrestling Association
tournament. New Mexico boasts a
9-3 record going into the meet but
has not wrestled Wyoming or BYU
this season.
Individual favorites by weight
classification:
liS pounds-Don Haddad,
CSU, 17-0-1. 126 pounds -Chris
Bell, Wyoming, 27·3. 134
pounds- Ralph Harrison, New
Mexico, 27-9, and Tom Seamans,
Wyoming, 27•11. 142 pounds·-:-:
Morgan Woodhouse, BYU, I982
champion at 134 pounds, and Tony
Tracey, New Mexico, 22-13. ISO
pounds- Wes Gagner, Wyoming,
37·7; Dave Stark, Air Force, 21~11·
1, and John Schaumberg, New Mex·
ico, 20-lL
158 pounds- Ron Whitman,
Wyoming, 25-9~1. 167 pounds·-:-:
Brad Cast, New Mexico. 177

pounds~ Jeff Needs, BYU, defending champion. 190 pounds-·.
Kevin Jackson, New Mexico, defending champion, and John Bragg,
Wyoming, 20•6. Heavyweight Larry Hamilton, BYU, defending
champion .

Knight's Golfers
Open Season
The University of New Mexico
golf team opened its spring season
by finishing 11th at the John .Burns
Invitational tournament in Hawaii
last week.
"We gave a pretty good effort,
but the results were far from satisfactory;'' UNM Coach Dwaine
Knight said. "In team golf, you
have to haVe a leader to get hot and
set the pace for the team. We didn't
have that in Hawaii."
Knight said UNM will play several matches with local schools before
competing in the Conquistadors Invitational in Tuscon March 17~19.

''We're going to play New Mexico Military on Friday at the South
Course to try to keep our competitive golf together," Knight said. "I
think by playing some matches as
we go along our schedule will help
us in the long run.''

•

Student's
Outstanding
Teacher
A'W.AB.D

Deadline
Tomorrow
•ominattons should
· be tamed :in to:
Dan Serrano, Chairman
"Student'• OUUtanding
Teachel'a AWIU'd"
Booma<&a

Student U':nion Building
Second J'lool'
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1. Personals

typing. Call Vickie any time. 821-4812.
2/24
JOliN DRQWN VIDEO Service can ~reate for you a
vl<!co rccor<! of anything from home inventories to
weddings or science projrcts to portfolios. Call 8884661.
2/25
TYPING. $1/PAGF.. 293-4892.
2/25
SEX IS AI.MOST as gooct a~ skydiving. Parachute
classes weekly, Albuquerque Parachute Center, 877·
3/4
4016,
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING/Charts/Graphs in
my home, Call the Other Office. 884-6564,
3/10
TYI'IST, ON GAMI'US. Sense of humor, Some
genius, 242-3093.
2/28
DJCYCLING GOUilSE SATURD.A YS. Starting
March S, Technique, physiology, maintenance,
2/24
traffic skills. Certified instructor. 881-7863,
GF.RMAN GRADUATE STUDENT docs tran·
slations. Call265·2302,
2/24
llAIIYSITfiNG MY HOME. Near UNM. MWF
$1/hr. 266-3225.
2/25
TYI'ING [IBM SELECTRIC). 255·3337.
3/21
TYI'ING NEAR UNM. Cnil 247-3519,
3/11
IS HERPES RUINING your love life? Want confidence? Jan Blefeld, MA counselor. 883·1368, 2/24
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repair$ and
rentals. MARC's Guitar Center, 143 Harvard SE.
tfn
265·3315.
PROJ'F..SSIONAI. TYPING BY English/MA editor.
Vast experience w/dissertatioos. papers, Editing
2125
available. 256-0916.
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, dissert~tions, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831-3181.
2/25
A· I TYPIST. TERM papers, resumes, 299-8970.
2/28
v•:RY BEST PROHS510NAL typing, Term papers,
3/4
dissertations, resumes. Reasonable. 296-1794.

IJAI'I'Y lJIH> IIJRI HIM Y, l.luby Bear! I lllVC you.
l.ovc, Orcg(JI.BWJiOiff).
2124
M, ('ORMUm, YOU dict great 111 the ring. A force
was with you. Sam and Dan.
2124
GUACOMOJ.E SALAD 9$ cents, Casu Del Sol, New
2/24
Mexico Union.
TO THE WOMEN of Knppa Kappa Gumma: Wine
und cheese and high class fun tonight, 9 p.m. Get
psyched! The Men ofSi~ma Phi Epsilon A.BTJ, 2124
DRUMMER WANTED ··oR top-forty rock band
2/24
that plans on working! ("all Jerry 256-0516,
GJL\CE CIIURCII SJNGLF..S. Song, Bible study,
prayer. You're welcome, Sundays, 9 a.m. Dell City,
2/28
3004-ll Ccntrul.
JIAKI.J\VAI ANOTIIF.H YUMMY at the Mixed
!lag, 121 Yale SE. '11 block south of Central, Now
open Smurduys tool.
2125
PIU'-'>IDENTIAL SCHOLAR!) WILL have a
m~eling tonight, 6 p.m.ln the Honors Center.
2/24
UNM WOMEN'S SOCCER tryouts, Johnson Field,
Tues Thurs 5:00 Sat 11:00.
2/25
liUS¥? WilY GO out when you can have it
2/25
delivered? Call Mr. Murtchic2SS·S303.
"IIOLUNG TJIUNilER: TilE Coming Earth
Clumgcs" by J. R. J ochmans. $7 .SO, Available from
3/4
your lncul booksellers.
SORORITY J.AI>IES ONI.Y invited to come to Sig
t:ps M"A'S"H Party, Mon., Feb, 28, 7:30- 77
Proper nttlrc required.
2/28
Wlo:F.KLY WINilOW SPECIALS! At the Mixed
llag, 121 Yale SE, 'li block south of Central. Now
2125
open Suturdnysl.
OGELVIF.'S c•:I.EIIQATF..S MONPA Y night live
with its Fifth Anniversary Party, Monday, Feb. 28.
2/28
Two live bands, cheap drinks. Wild I Wowl.
SliBMI'f TO \'OUR creative desires. Conceptions
Southwest is now accepting submissions in visual arts.
277-5656.
tfn
TOS'J'ADOS 59 c•:NTS each. Casu Del Sol, New
Mexico Union.
2124
IIOMF.MAin; }'UDGEI TEN different Oavors at the
Mcrcndo. 31 cents per ounce.
2/24
STUilF.NT VOLUNTEER!) NEEDED in 35 commurlity agencies. Oain sntlsfnctlon of service and
valuable experience. Call 247-049'/ or256-1663. 314
I'SORIASIS SUH'EREIU'. NEW herbal formula
brings quick and effective relief. Herb masters 2680808.
3/2
GF.T OUT 0}' Albuquerque. MIIZntlan springb;eak,
Only 50 reservntlons left. Dave 881·1668.
2/24
WE GOT DISTRIBUTOR!), Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich VIllage (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
l019 Menaul N.E., across from LaBelles,
tfn
CONTACTS·POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
I'REGNANC\' TF..STING & counseling. Phone 2479819.
tfn
ACCUIL\TE IN.-DRMATION ADOUT contraception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choo~e,
294-0171.
tfn

CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
8:00a.m. to4:00 p,m, dally.
tfn

3. Services
OVERWEIGHT? NEED OVF.RWF.IGIITpeople for
an all natural program. Call255·9866.
3/1
I'ROFESSIONAL ·SOPRANO AVAILABLE for
weddings, parties, lessons, etc. 299-9026.
317
VICTORIA'S WORD SMITHY• Word processing

J'.REE RENT J'OR female roommate In exchange for
helping with ho11se and child care. Child IInder 10 ok.
I am single father with son 8. Share cast utilities and
food. 1133 Girard NE or268-3818.
2/25
ROOMMATE NEEDF.D: MALE or female to share
nice three-bedroom house in Northeast. $125/mo.
plus utilities. 293-8664 after 7 p.m.
3/1
CAMPUS COTTAGE. ONE plus bedroom, carpets,
bright modern kitchen, private fenced yard, $115.
266-5528, Rental Data.
3/1
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share nice threebedroom house. Only one block from IJNM. $113
plus \1 utUities. No pets or kids, Single person only.
Call256-0971.
·
3/1
ALL UTILITIES PAID! Campus close. One plus
bedroom, huge modern kitchen, private fenced yard,
$145,266-5528. Rental Data.
3/1
AVt\JLABLE SOONI YALE&Lead. Ali bills paid,
private bungalow, $100, no deposit. 262•1751
dunrantccd Rentals.
2/25
QUIET Ef}'ICIF.NCY, V. block from UNM. $160
plus electricity. Free rent until 1st. 242·5508.
2125
UNFURNISIIED APARTMENTS I'OR Rent:
Townhouse apartment for rent. UNM area,
$295/month,
washer/dryer hookup.
Chaney
Investment Realty 884-7338 1 345-3035,
2/24
FOR RENT: LARGE one-bdrm apartment.
Available now. Utilities partially paid. UNM area.
l'rivate parking, Only $175/mo. lnquire266-6872.
2/24
WALK TO U NM1 Clean and cozy two plus bedroom,
fireplace, family room, dishwasher, private fenced
yard, $180.266-5528. Rental Data.
3/1
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DELUXE FUQNISHJ;D APTS. Close to UNM and
TV I, One bdrm $250. Two bdrm $310. Includes
2/25
utilities. No children or pets. Call268-0525,
MAJURE MALE STUDENT wanted to share
furnished house nearby. $175 plus DD. Utilities
furnished. No smoking, 268-6617.
2/24
FOR MNT; EJ'}'ICJENCY apartment, 1410 Olrard
N,E., $210/mo., for orie person, $230/mo. for 2
persons, ali utilities paid, $150 security deposit. Fully
furniJhed-secudty Jocks and laundry facilities, No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
UNM GOLF COURSE cathedral, Four bedroom,
two bath, fireplace, den, basement, double garage,
$375. 266-5528. Rental Data.
3/1
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $320. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
CAREFULI IT'S LOADED. Most bills free, carpeted, two bedroom, $195, off Central. 262-1751
Guaranteed Rentals,
2125

5. ForSale
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8. Miscellaneous
NACHOS $1 PER serving. $1.50 for the super large
size, Casa Del Sol, New MeKi.co Union.
2124
WANTED; GOOP BICYCLE witll do~ble-butted
frame. 266-6940.
2/24
GALOSHES SALE V. off. Five-buckle, used, ex·
cellent, G.l. galoshes, Regularly $15. Now $7
Kaufman's: A Real Army-Navy Store, ~04 Yale SE.
265-7777.
2/25
HOT SOPAIPILLAS \HTH honey 35 cents each.
Casa Del Sol, New Mexico Union.
2124

.so.
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9. Las N oticias

FULL-PART TIME shifts available. Factory
work/store attendents/restaurant. Top pay, flexible
hours. 262-17$1. G.S,
2/25
AMBmOUS? NEED ADDmONAL Income? Call
for appointment 243-7223 or293-8424. Ask for Fred.

PHYSIOLOGY OPEN HOUSE. Learn !!bout
Graduate Study in Physiology at the University of
New Mexico School of Medicine. Tuesday, March 1,
1983. 3 p.m. School of Medicine- North Campus,
llasic Medical Science Building, Room 205.
3/1
IF YOU HAVE a 3,0 or higher gpa, will be a junior
next semester and would like to join Las Campanas,
UNM's junior service honorary, pick up an application in the Dean of Students Office, Mesa Vista
1129, by March I.
3/l
THE BUDWEISER CL\'SDF..sDALES appearing
Feb, 26, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., Albuquerque Sports
Stadium. "Don't missthehltch".
2125
:rHE UNM CIIAPTER of Mortar Board is now in
th~ process of selecting next· year's chapter. If you
have a gpo of 3.0 or better and will have senior
standing next full, we would like to know more about
you, Please, please contact the Dean of Students
Office if you would like to be considered for membership.
2128
LESBIAN AND GA\' Switchboard: Information
about off-campus support/sports/fine arts groups.
Call 277-6739, MWF9-12, T&Th 9-12, 2·5,
2/25

2125

7. Travel

Big River & KFMG present

1-----111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!1
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ASUNM Film Committee presents

Humphrey Bogart Week!

Bill MONROE
AThe Blucirass Boys
Friday, March 11th
7:30 and 9:30
Kimo Theater

~

~

also showing

LEWIS

Falcon: 7:00, Knock: 9:30
New Mexico Student Union Theatre
undergraduates $2.00/graduates, public $2.50
SUB/Lower Level/South Entrance

Ask About
_
Weekly Specials

copies
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kinko·s copills

2312 central S.E.
255·9673

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

rMUJ ~M f{cuvU ~~~

Thursday Night

106 Vassar, SE
268-6547

SALE

·1
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The
Maltese
Falcon
Knock On
Any Door

·

~~-- Ou~-

Thesday, March 1st
8p.m..
Kiva Auditorium

I
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Henaoy•s
Fine Men•s Wear
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I
CITY"' .
I
1 ·2 Slices of Cheese Pizza 1
1 & A Large Soft Drink
1
1
1
.wtttr$1.65
I
I
coupon today
I
127 Harvard SE
I
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SELF SERVE
SUNDAY NOON·5

SKI THE ENCHANTED Trlanglel Try our terrific
trial 2/25 - 2/27. Student Travel277-2336.
2/24
WHAT IS TilE best way to learn French? In a small
town not far from Paris where no one speaks English.
Live with a local family. University credit given. Very
Intensive small group learning. Dr, Rainer Dlmter,

~<

•

TYPESETTING, PASTE-UP HELP wanted, tJNM
Student Publications is seeking production workers
for 1983·84 academic year. Will train. Hours approximately 8 p.m. to midnight Sunday throu~h
Thurs. Apply In 131 Marron Hall.
3/ ll
SU!\IMER CAMP COUNSELOR Recruitment Day
Will be held March 2, 10 n.m.·2 p.m., in the west
lobby of Johnson Oym. Come talk to camp
3/2
representatives.
EXCELLENT PART-TIME P!lSitions available in
our Public/R, Dept. Must be depend11ble, highly
motivaied and able to work 4-8:,30 M·F. Comacting
the public from our office. llest P/T pay around.
Good location. For Information, call Jim 243-0129
after 12 noon.
3/1
ALASK;A: JOBS, SUMMER or year round, Earn
great money in this opportunity rich state. 1983
employer listing and information packet covering all
industries - fishin~c~, petroleum, tourism, etc, Send
$5 to RETCO, P.O. Box 43670, Tucson, AZ 85733,

WORK·STUDY NEEDED at Biomedical Shop, Tech
II, under general supervisor. Construct (specificallY
carpentry) Items from rough designs and
specifications, maintenance/repair, Call ext, 3633.
2/28

;J

t2 bk. s. .,; Centr8J

asst. director of FASC Programs, will interview on
Feb. 26-28. 247·8027.
2125
Sl'!tiNGBREAK RAFT TRII'I March 13-!9, See the
Mystical Canyons of Big Bend where it's alteady 80
degrees. All fooc!, equipment and transportaion from
2/:ZS
Albuq. $360. Call Dob 888-7277,
RAID ON MAZATLANJ Spring break. Surf, sun,
fun! Party bus to Noaales from Student Travel
Center. 277-2336.
·
2/24

OPENING FOR THE position of director, Inter·
national Center, UNM. For application, 277-2946.
KODt\.K COLORBURST 50 instant camera. Comes
1808 LasLomasNE.
2/28
with carrying case and instruction booklet. Only$20,
Works fine. Purchase in 131 Marron Hall.
" tfn
WORK·STUD\' NEEDED at Biomedical ComMICROWAVE OVEN $275. Call 294-5388,
3/2
municatlons. TV technician, under minimum
GUITAR- YAMAHA J'G-335 steel-string acoustic .r"Supervisor. Operate TV equipment/do technical
with case; excellent condition, $150.268-3839. 2/25
repair requiring electronic/electrical training and
expertise, Call ext. 3633.
2/28
'78 HONDA CIVIC CVCC, regular gas, great
mileage. $2800. 869-3527,
2/25

Of-<"'"'
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6. Employment

2124

Monday, February 28th
Starts at 10:30
Mter the M*A*S*H BASH
Graham Central Station

,-------~------,

I.

~~

4. Housing

2. Lost & Found

I

SHARE HOUSE. J'EMALE wanted to sbare NE
home. Washer/dryer, separate bath. 821-8933 after 5

Monday, March 28th
Graham Central StatiM

IIUEY

a11d the 11ews
plus special guests
The Planets
Wednesday, March 30th
Graham Central Station

Tickets at all Real Big Ticket
outlets. Listen to KFMG for
details or call 299-7799 for
more information or to
charge tickets.

ACROSS
1 Where L.A. is
6 Set speed
11 Shoulder:
PrefiX
14 Scratch out
15 "What's In
- -?"
16 Pledge
17 Copal
18 Job
20 Cruelty
22 Not bright
23Commit-

56 Once more
58 Meola
60 Pinkie end
63 Nunnery
66 B.P.O.E....man
671ron alloy
68 Unravel
69 Thing: Law
70 Banter
71 Large B.C.
salmon

DOWN
1 Asian weight
2 Oslo coin
25 Under: Poet 3 Suiting
28 Must have
4 Indian, e.g.
29 Obstruct
5 Let out
30 Had fun
6 Quarterback
32Ciearas7 Make lively
8 Felix
34 Hatreds
9 Big bird
39 Times
10 Sterile
42 Bird
11 Lamblike
43 Frog's kin:
12 Elk's kin
13 Had title
2 words
45 Rental deal
19 Decade
46 Shawls
21 ___.. -nut49 Boy's name
shell
50 Chalcedony 23 Make do
54 Wiser
24 Weapon
55 Skin problem 26 Containers

FRIDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

27 Rope fiber
30 Story lines
31 TV parts
33 Sprawl
35 Three: ft.
36Grumpy
37 Red dye
38 Stockholmer
40 Performs
41 Ubangi
.44 Dudes
47 P~rsons
48 Go astray

50
51
52
53
55

Sounder
Sprightly
Standings
Delve
Perth-,
N.J.
57 Fit together
59 Direction
61 Hwy
62 Boston-.
Party
64 Time of day
65 Affirmative

